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Toxicology is undergoing a paradigm shift, away from in vivo methods and towards alternatives based on understanding the

mechanisms behind toxicological effects. One approach to this is the adverse outcome pathway (AOP) framework, which aims

to build understanding of the effects a toxicant has across all levels of biology. Each AOP begins with a molecular initiating event

(MIE), a chemical trigger that starts the pathway. Chemistry is key to understanding the MIE. Linking this chemistry to an AOP is

key to predicting chemical toxicity.

Research at the University of Cambridge has involved the use of open-source receptor binding data from the ChEMBL database

for pharmacologically important human targets (Bowes et al 2012). 2D Structure Activity Relationships (SARs) have been

constructed for these targets (Allen et al 2016) and improved automated computational algorithms have resulted in improved

model performance. In the case of Opioid Receptors this has resulted in an increase in sensitivity from 52.5% to 92.4% while

maintaining a high specificity by using large molecular fragments. These 2D SARs have been used to define chemical

categories based on molecular structure. These well-defined chemical categories provide test cases for the use of more

computationally demanding 3D Quantitative SAR approaches. Comparative Molecular Field Analysis has been used to produce

models and elucidate biological information about the binding pockets of receptors. Adenosine A2a Receptor binder activity (Ki)

has been predicted for a number of chemical categories within one Log unit.

A collaboration between Cambridge, the EPA and Unilever has begun to link these MIE predictions to the AOP Knowledgebase.

This link gives scientists the ability to connect a predicted MIE for a novel chemical to a series of potential AOPs and access to a

wealth of AOP information in the KB which can be used to guide risk assessment, providing information on key events and

adverse outcomes (AOs). In addition, by highlighting the characteristics of a molecule which are of concern in silico a number of

AOs can be systematically designed out of new molecules, reducing late stage failure that has plagued compound development

historically.


